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3 Bills Initiated At F·irst Senate.Meeting
Nine Appointed f.o ASUNM. Committees

4 Attack Paid Parking
Seek ·Faculty Boycott
Four UNM faculty members
have attacked the paid parking
plan of the Campus Planning
Committee for being made into
policy without the consent of the
faculty,
Gary Hofbauer, Al Parker and
Micha Gisser, all associate
professors of economics, and Gil
Merkx, associate professor of
sociology circulated a letter to the
faculty today, asking all faculty ·
members to boycott open
hearings on the parking issue in
the Kiva today at 3 p.m., Friday
at 4:30 p.m. and Monday at 5
p.m.
"We don't want to legitimize
the proposal after the fact by
giving our opinions at the
hearings -held after the policy
was approved," said Merkx.
"The policy does not deal with
the problem of too many cars on
the central campus," he added.
"The University is building to
24,000 students and we cannot
have 24,000 parking spaces
without ruining the appearance
. of

the campus."
The scheduled hearings, said
Hofbauer, are part of the
administration's plan to push the
policy through.
"They'll hold their hearings,"
he said, "and then tell us 'Yes, we
listened to everybody, but.. .' "
The four signers of the letter to
the faculty will try to bring up
paid parking for discussion at the
faculty meeting Sept. 14.
"We want to stop this plan so
there can be a proper evaluation
of the problem," said Hofbauer.
Under the present plan,
students will pay $36 a year and
faculty and staff will pay $48 a
year to be guaranteed a parking
slot.
"The faculty and staff suffer
most from this," said Merkx.
He suggested the administration
"Just lop 50 bucks a year off our
salaries to solve the problem.
There just isn't enough room on
campus and the sooner we get the
cars of£ the central campus, the
better."

Three bills were introduced in
the first .meeting of the 1971;72
ASUNM Senate held last night.
The first bill, #26, introduced
by Senators Arlene Cinelli and
Jerry Herrera, asks for an
allocation of $2500 "for the
purpose of .a media week being
held October 10·17 known as 'An
Experiment in Media'.''
This week will include moving
seminars, light shows, encounter
groups, "rip-offs" (discussions of
problems), and KRST on the
Mall." The bill was referred to the
Finance Committee.
Bill #27 introduced by Senator

Je~ry

Herrera called for the
creation of a Student Life
Committee "to advise the
vice-president for student affairs
concerning the several
departments under his
supervision." This bill was
referred to the Steering
Committee for further review.
Help APS
The final bill, #28 was
introduced by Senator Janice
Arnold. This bill asked that the
"s..tm of $2000 be allocated to the
Albuquerque Public Schools for
replacement of the Audio Visual
equipment lost over the summer."

Parking Problems Double
Traffic Citations Decrease
The problem each fall for new u til i z a t i o u o f the more
students finding their parking complicated Albuquerque City
zones, is doubled this year by the citation form. As Holst stated,
addition of 1600 students to last "We can write so many tickets in
year's enrollment, and tripled by ~. day, and with only one new
the harassment of more addition to the force, we're kept
construction.
busy just writing tickets.''
Capt. Ralph Holst, head of the
To alleviate the parking
University Police, sees the situation, Captain Holst suggested
dilemma as more work for his a busing system be initiated from
staff in issuing more parking peripheral parking zones on
citations.
campus to classroom areas.
"New buildings inevitably will Another proposal included
replace parking lots," Holst said, allotment of additional space to
"forcing those potential parkers the ever- growing number of
into the other already crowded cyclists on campus.
parking zones."
The University of New Mexico
Holst said he believed that "the definitely has a problem with a
University could build parking shortage of parking for students,
areas for the same cost of paying faculty, and visitors. Ferhaps this
officers to ticket."
problem was best defined by
Despite current opinion, the Holst when he stated, "It all boils
number of citations since last fall down to one thing- we're so lazy
has decreased due to the we can't walk anymore."
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The Problem

Because of the legal as~cts of
the bill it was referred to both the
Steering and Finance Committees.
Senator Dennis Ray brought up
the only resolution of the· night
concerning the upcoming vote on
the 1971-72 budget.
The. resolution advised the
Elections Commission to use the
block voting procedure in the
'vote. Ray alsQ asked for a vote to
by pass stan<ling rule seven of the
Senate so that the Senators could
vote on the resolution the same
night it was introduced.
The rule was bypassed and
Senate voted for the Elections
Commission to use the block vote,
Appointments
The only other business taken
up by the Senate came when the
Presidential Appointments
Committee, headed by Senator
Ray, referred nine students to the
Senate for appointments on
variQus committees.
All but one of the
appointments were approved.
David Pitchford's appointment to
the Governance Committee was
tabled until he could appear
before Senate.
Guy Auld was appointed to the
Speakers Committee, Hall Hensley
to Public Relations, Rita Nephew,
Public Affah·s, Tina Armijo,
Entrance and Credits, Sam
Dubraw, Library, Jean Curtis,
Governance, Andy Tosick,
Freshman Recruiting and Mike
Morrow to Election Committee.
Mike Barnoff was appointed
chairman of the Election
Committee and also received a
position on the Freshman
RecruitiJlg Committee.
.
Senator Ray mentioned there
were still about 20 vacancies
among the different committees
including four on the Student
Court.
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Paid Parking?
There are 4000 parking spaces
on the UNM campus- and about
18,000 students. The idea is to
come up with a way to provide
parking for all of them. The most
recent solution offered by the
Campus Planning Committee is
paid· parking. Everybody who
pays is guaranteed a space. But
not everybody is happy about the
prospect. The committee will hold
open hearings today, Friday and
Monday to discuss the problem.

A meeting to discuss the
proposed paid parking plan
will be held in the Kiva today
at3 p.m.
This is the first of three
meetings on the subject of
fee-supported parking.
The discussion will be
conducted by the Campus
Planning Committee under
Vice President "tor
Administration and
Development Sherman Smith •..J

Wages, Book Funds Create Disputes

Zimmerman Library Is 'Under-Funded'
Apparently, the only thing
agreed upon by almost everyone
involved in Zimmerman Library in
any capacity is that the library is
"grossly underfunded."
From this one allegation, any
number of different opinions and
views of problems arise. Each
different investigating committee,
department, faculty member or
administrator comes up with a set
of solutions peculiar to his own
particular views.
Probably the most widely·
discussed problem is proportional
differences between staff and
faculty wages and funds set aside
for purchase of books.
Submitting reports to the
sub-committee on finance of the
Faculty Library Committee by
UNM librarians March 9
recognizes as major problems:
Problems
-The book budget is not
adequate for the projected needs
of a research library.
-The effect of the book budget
on book selection priorities needs

Thursday, September 9, 1971

to be re-examined to purchase averages," Kelley said.
more books and assure the library
Kelley's solution to the
all significant material at the time problem was to lower staff
of publication.
salaries.
-Growth- an expanded rate
"Realizing the desire expressed
of acquisitions- requires an last year by the library committee
updating of selection policies and that we spend more for materials
procedures.
and less for staff, I have purposely
-Zimmerman's collection shaped the recommendations to
building should be viewed as a take a step in this direction," said
statewide responsibility.
Kelley in an Aug. 11 report.
The recommended total library "Therefore the current year's 56.3
budget submitted by Kelley is per cent for salaries and wages is
$1,892,245. Last year's budget lowered to 53.1 per cent in the
was $1,011,700.
recommendation for 1972·73."
Squeeze
More Books
David Kelley, general director
"The book and materials fund
of the library also reported, "The representing 34.3 per cent in
North Central committee was 1971·72 becomes 37.5 per cent in
correct in saying that salaries are the recommendations.''
The Faculty Library
too low. In 1969·70 our beginning
professional salary rank of Committee, in a report submitted
instructor was $7 300. The to the faculty Match 30, 1971,
national average as reported in said "Our current situation. is not
Library Journal was $8161. A encouraging. Currently 1 we spend
report on salaries published by the some $342,000 on new
Council on Library Resources in acquisitions.
the summer of 1970 indicated
"This compares rather
that our professional salaries are unfavorably with expenditures of
about 20 per cent below national $705,874 at Texas Tech

University and of $3,473,977 at
the University of Texas. Our
collections arc small, some
600,000 volumes, less than half
the volume count deemed
adequate by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare for
a university with an academic
enterprise such as exists at UNM.
More Demands
"Coupled with this scene are
increasing demands upon the
book budget," the report
continued. "These demands result
from increased enrollment, new
programs, new courses, greatly
expanded numbers of appropriate
materials, and, lastly, ever
increasing publisher's costs. u
As a result of these findings,
the Library Committee suggested
four priorities to 11 maintain the
existing periodical collection, add
significant new periodical
subscriptions, add at nonserial
i m p ri n t s , a d-d i t e m s b y
retrospective buying, acquiring
items that are not of a current
nature."
Chester Travelstead, vice

president for academic affairs,
said, "One of our difficulties is
the tremendous increase in
enrollment without the
corresponding increase in funds
for the library."
Frustration
"Since so many new programs
have been initiated. the library
just hasn't caught up-and that
b'egins the frustration,"
Travelstead said.
Charges that Kelley had not
initiated programs to gather
material for the library were
disputed by Travelstead. "He has
documented his requests as well
or better than any other dean on
campus/' Travelstead l!aid.
Kelley has been "involved in
every investigation whether it be
critical, deroge.tory or. whatbecause that is what is fair,"
Travelstead said.
The two majot' steps taken by
the library within the past year
are a computerized serial list of
periodicals and the installation
of a teletype for inter-library
loans, Travi:!lstead said.
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Acute Spending Decrease Neede4

World

Skyrocketing Weapon Costs Threaten NationalS ecurity

News
II

By United Press International

Editorial

.

Rogers Offers In/or'f!tation

Are You Kidding Me?
A call to the faculty to boycott the open
heaxings scheduled this week and next on
the paid parking proposal is, like most
faculty actions, too little and too late.
Apparently the disgruntled gentlemen are
unaware, or chose to ignore, the general .
faculty resolution passed May 18.
It opposes paxking fees for faculty "unless
such proposals are developed with
broad-based faculty participation and voted
upon in the affirmative by the faculty."
'!'he legal base for massive faculty outrage
exists. Free parking and the pleasant climate
are probably UNM's strongest faculty fringe

benies and ''the parking situation" themost
exploitable campus .issue since the Great
Coffee Coupon War in the Union. So why
not use that mandate to rouse the faculty?
But it may well be a moot point, both the
faculty resolution and the boycott call came
about 5-6 years too late, the length of time
paid paxking has been considered one of the
high priority solutions to the parking
problem.
The Campus Planning Committee, with
seveu faculLy seaLs, b<lS ue::~n hashing it out
and shying off from imposing it for at least
that long. NOW the faculty gets upset?

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, threatened with a Congressional cut-off of the entire
$3.3 billion foreign aid program, offered Wednesday to give
Congress some projection of aid needs over the next five
yeaxs.
Rogers told a Senate Appropriations Subcommittee he
believed a dispute over the administration's refusal to furnish
a five year Pentagon Plan for military assistance to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee could be resolved without a
confrontation between the executive and legislative branches.
"We ought to be able to work out some accommodation,"
Rogers said. He defended however President Nixon's decision
to invoke executive privilege in refusing the Foreign
Relations Committee's request for the Pentagon document.
Rogers described it as an internal working document th;:1t
did not represent a final administration decision.
'
"Until a decision is made, it is improper and disorderly to
have these comments floating around," Rogers said.
Rogers offered nonetheless, to meet with subcommittee
members privately in an effort to provide some information
on the country - by - country goals for the aid program over
the next five years. Chairman William Proxmire, (D-Wis.) told
Rogers that if the material was not furnished, the aid
program would be doomed.
Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) a strong supporter of
administration foreign policy, agreed. Unless the material is
furnished, ''we are not going to have a foreign aid bill because
it is not going to be authorized," McGee said.
Rogers said he was reluctant to give Congress any
projection on grounds it would lead to protests from aid
recipients who feel they have been shortchanged in the five
yeax aid projections. But Proxmire said he wanted the list to
be made public so Congress can intelligently make a decision
on the course of the aid program. ,
·
"I think we can comply," Rogers said. "Your request is
reasonable."

Attentive

ICAMPUS BRIEFS
Observatory
Campus observatory optm
houses resume for the 1971 fall
semester at UNM Sept. 9 from 8
to 10 p.m.
Children under 12 should be
accompanied by an adult. Parking
is in the Physics Building lot.

Political Sience
Political Science 355, Political
Systems of Latin America is now
meeting and will continue to meet
in room 213 of Mitchell Hall, not
in Chemistry 101.

Muskie Predicts Black Loser
"More acupuncture, Mr. Resto11?"

Commentary
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Co-op, Commune Merge at
By MlLDRED LOOMIS
Alternative Features Service
A pilot land trust arrangement
for more than 800 rural families
in Lee County, Georgia has been
developed by a non-profit
educational group called the
International Independence
Institute (III), of Voluntown,
Conn.
The farm families are members
or a corporation which holds
57 35 acres in trust for its
members. Each has a lease with
the corporation for the "use-title"
of its own plot in one of several
town "clusters." And each worl!;s
its own land and has private title
to all it produces.
Clusters
Some cooperative farming of'
outlying areas is included, with
outside jobs if members prefer.
Clusters, by the way, include
shops, an industrlal park for lighl;
industry and schools. Here is a
total approach to community
problems covering land tenure,
education and ecological
planning!
The III grew out of the work of
Ralph Borsodi in America and
J.D. Narayan irt India. As a
positive response to the Great;
Depression, Borsodi and the
School of Living he founded built
two new communities in
Rockland County, N.Y.
Land Hold
Nearly a hundred families
Page2

implemented group holding of
land in trust for homestead users
and arranged cooperative low·cost
credit. Similar communities were
built near Pamona, N.Y.,
Philadelphia, Seattll' and in
Melbourne, Fla. Over the years,
they have inspired scores of
others.
Currently, pilot credit and loan
projects are underway in Mexico
and southwest Alabama under III
auspices. More than 1000 Mexican
farmers, organized into groups of
5 to 40, receive loans to buy
fertilizer, seed, chickens and pigs.
Groups are organized into Farm
Centers International; leaders are
traiMd and supervised by III.
Farmers Coop
One such group is the
Southwest Alabama Farmers
Cooperative Associll.tiort. A co·op
officer, writing on behalf of 6000
organizing farmers said, "The
poor people for the first time in
the history of the Black Belt of
Alabama have been able to buy
their fertilizer and seed together
at much lower prices ... It gave the
farmers an opportunity to manage
their own operation and make
decisions."
Concerned with revitalizing
economic and community liCe,
primarily in rural areas, III
reconstructs land·tenure and
exchange systems into ethical
relationships. But it is also
concerned with the health of the
soil, the quality of food, and the

''III~'

efficiency with which producers
and consumers of food can
cooperate.
-Soil: With the South Dakota
Indians, the III has a pilot project
for converting animal wastes, on a
large scale, into compost fertilizer
and related organic fertilizer.
-Foods: III is involved in an
Earth Foods Center, developing
standards to permit certifying
foods for nutritional content, and
research into ecologically sound
agricultural methods. The goal is
to assure and guarantee
nutritional quality of' food.
Exchange
-Cooperative Exchange: For
several years a member of III has
experimented and carried on
research in Boston, New York,
and Canada with food producer·
consumer cooperatives. Direct
exchange between organic farmers
and urban consumers of quality
food has led to better prices for
both. When the producl!ts know,
and are sure or their market, they
can sell for less. Steady assurl!d
customers of the farmers who
produce beef, citrus, corn, and
other vegetables, eliminates
middle men and gives the
consumer quality food at lower
prices.
With programs like these, 1II
provides alternatives at key spots
in our failing culture. If used soon
and widely enough, they may
make all the difference in the
world.

Young boy watches with rapt
attention the puppet show put un
by the United Farm Workers on
the mall Wednesday afternoon.

'Wild One'
The Amistad Free • Fall · Film
festival has scheduled "The Wild
One" for SeJ,>t. 9, to be shown at
6, 8, and 10 p.m. in the Union
Theater.

LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Sen. Edmund Muskie' said
Wednesday he was being "frank and candid" and not
expressing his personal feelings when he said a ticket with a
black vice presidential candidate could not be elected next
year.
Muskie, winding up some unofficial and campaigning in
California, said such a situation was wrong but that he
believes it is a political reality.
"America is a country where a black man should be
eligible for consideration," Muskie said.
The Maine senator, regarded as a leading contender for the
Democratic presidential nomination, made the remark at a
private meeting with leaders of the black community in Los
Angeles Tuesday. The meeting ,...,as supposed to be off the
record but the comment was leaked to the news media.
In Washington, Sen. GeorgeS. McGovern (D-S.D.) the only
announced candidate for the nomination, said he was
''surprised" by Muskie's comments.
In a statement, McGovern said, "I am not going to rule
anybody off the ticket on the basis of race or sex.
Furthermore, I am confident that the American people will
not vote on the basis of such considerations."
Muskie said Wednesday he was not surprised that his
remark was made public. He said he was asked at the meeting
if he felt there should be a black vice presidential candidate.

Benefit Recital

Albuquerque pianist Allen
T..enischeck will give a scholarship
benefit recital at Keller Hall, Sept.
19, at 3 p.m.
Admission for the benefit
recital will be $1 for the general
public and 50 cents for students.

Soccer

Anyone interested in playirtg
for the UNM Soccer Club should
attend a meeting Sept. 12 at 5:30
on the .bhnson Gym playing
fields.
Additional information may be
obtai ned by calling Steve
Rospopo at 299·4601.

Square Dance
The Wagon Wheel Square
Dance Club will hold a square
dance Sept. 9 from 11:30·12:30
on the Mall to advertise its
beginning classes scheuuieu ior
Sept. 23.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting Donna
Bauer at 842:2039, or William
Litciunan at 277·5139.

Women's Ski Team
Any experienced skiers
interested in trying out for the
UNM Women's Ski Team, please
call Jayne Lund for information,
277·3123.

Chicano Studies

The four standing committees,
and a new policy committee, will
be organized at a meeting at the
Chicano Studies Center Sept. 9 at
7:30 p.m. said John Gonzalez, of
the center. Interested students are
asked to attend the combination
business meeting and reception.

WASHINGTON (UPI)- Noting
some components cost twice ·as
much per pound as gold, the
Senate Armed Services Committee
warned Wednesday that
skyrocketing costs for waapons
could lead to dangerous cutbacks .
in U.S. military preparedness,
In a sharply critical report
accompanying a $21 billion
military procurement bill, the
committee said even significant
increases in. the defense budget
would not be enough to cover
costs it the present trend
continued.
Dominated by long · time allies
of heavy military spending, the
committee used some of its
toughest language to denouce the
ever increasing cost of tools of
war.
Too Expensive
"If the geometric cost increase
for weapons systems is not
sharply reversed, then even
significant increases in the defense
butlg!!L may uut insure the force
levels required for our ·national
security," the report said.
"J,, the more likely case, the
share of our national resources
taken by defe.nse will stabilize or
continue to decline, and it will
thus soon become clear that the
present system cannot provide
sufficient forces to protect our
security,
"If we can afford a permanent
force structure of one·fifth as
many fighter aircraft or tanks as
our potential adversariesbecause our systems are about five
times more expensive than
theirs - then a future crisis may
find us at a sharp numerical
disadvantage."
Increases
Acknowledgedging the United
States had tried to build weapons
too sophisticated .and complex,
the report said the cost of tanks
would increase four-fold in the
decade that ends in 197 5 and
fighter planes now cost five to six
times their price at the beginning
of the 1960s.
"The avionics package in some
types of new military aircraft will
alone weigh two or more tons and
cost several million dollars," the
committee said. "At over $1,000
per pound this is about twice as
costly as gold."

1100 Son Mateo N.E. •

Complex Weapons
A burst of .50-caliber machine
gun fire cost $20 during the
l{orean War, the committee S!lid,
but" "we are now developing
tactical·air·to·air munitions
costing !leveral hundred thousand
dollars per pound-an increase by
a factor of tens of thousands."
The committee blani'ild
numerous factors for the cost
increases.
Committments to production
have been made "while great
technological uncertainties still
remain to be resolved," it said.
and "we have produced some
weapons too com~,>lex to be
effective,"
No Simplicity
"Whatever the cause, it is
striking that in many cases we
have developed and produced
aircraft of extraordinary
capabilities without demonstrably
reliahle and effective air · to · air
mu,litions, bombers without
long
range air • to· surfa!'P
missiles, submadnes without
reliable and effective torpedoes or
antiship missiles and surface
escorts without any surface·
surface missile of any kind."
''Moreover simple and reliable
modern weapons have often been
neglected in the pursuit of
weapons of great technological
complexity."
Solutions
The committee said it had "no
easy solutions," but said unless
costs were brought under control
quickly, it said, the choice will

have to be made between a severe
increase in defense budgets or ''a
sharp decline in force levels and
readiness."
The committee's report was
issued about the time Sen. William
Proxmire, (D·Wis.) announc!ld
that he would ask Congress to kill
the Navy program to develoJ,> the
F14 jet fighter.
Proxmire dted a General
Accounting Office (GAO) report
that showed the cost had risen. to
$16.7 million for .each of 313
planes, compared with a March,
1971, estimate of $11.5 million
each for 722 planes.
Overspending
Unlike most of the Armed
Service Committee members,
Proxmire is a longtime critic of
military spending. He proposed
that the Navy be authorized to
undertake a development program
for a new, light figLtcr plane
similar to one started recently by
the Air Force.

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tu,. S-6 PM

Piz~a Slices 15¢
D~ncing Every Nite
Central at University

FUN

STEREO COMPONENTS
M-W-F Until 9 pm

7611 MENAUL NE

265·6931

•

At Prices You Can Afford

296-6978

Son Mateo at Lomas N.E.

Minutes from Campus

Pocket Change
LONDON (UPI)-The old
British penny and the three·penny
p ieee officially go out of
circulation Sept. 1.
The coins were made obsolete
when the nation switched to
decimal currency Feb. 15 but
remained legal tender until today.
Where Men and Fashian meet

Weapons Cost Attacked
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate Armed Services
Committee, in a sharply critical report, warned Wednesday
that cost increases for major weapons were threatening
national security.
The Committee, in a written report on its $21 billion
military procurement bill, said even significant increases in
the defense budget would not be sufficient if the present
trend continues.
"If the geometric cost increase for weapon systems is not
sharply reversed, then even significant increases in the
defense budget may not e11sure the force levels required for
our national security,'; the Committee said.
The Committee said the cost of tanks is it1creasing
four-fold in the decade that will end in 1975 and fighter
aircraft cost five to six times more than comparable planes at
the beginning of the 1960's.
"The avionics package in some types of new militarY,
aircraft will alone weigh two or more ton_s and cost several
millio~ dollaxs," the panel said. •~At"over. $1000 pet pound
this is about twice as costly as gold."
A burst of .50-caliber machine gun fire cost $20 during the
Korean war, the committee said, but "we are now developing
tactical • air - to · air munitions costing several hundred
thousand dollars per round- an increase by a factor of tens
of thousands."
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Unusually
Handsome.

our
Larnbswool
• I•

V-neck
Elegant styling by Byford, in
this classic sweater with full fQShion
sleeve. In Red, Med. Grey, Chocolate, Gold,
Pacific Blue, Camel, and Nctvy. Sizes
36 fl;) 46.
$17.00
Thursday, September 9, 1971
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'Patriots' Protest Busing

Judge Denies Motion Plea
Angela Davis Trial Continues .

BY MIKE
ROYKO

You would think it would occur to someone that blacks have
been playing villan roles in this country for more than 300 years.
But the English cxeator&. of "Superstar" have none the less chosen
Carl Anderson (right), 26, for the part of Judas in their official
college • touring production which will play University Arena Sept.
18 at 8:15 p.m. Jeff Fenholt (left), a 20 • year· old composer·
guitar player, ,;,!Ul chosen for the role of Christ. The UNM
performance will be the last before "Superstar" goes to Broadway in
October.

Superstar

Forgotten Patient
HANNOVER, GERMANY
(UP I) - Fire marshals rescued
7 8 -year-old woman from thtJ
second floor of a downtown
house with a ladder after she had
cried for help from a window,
The old lady wanted to see her
doctor who had left the house in
the early evening. He had
forgotten his patient sitting in the
waiting room.

Gale invi'l;es you
aver for the finest
broiled hamburger

f~h~lft-1~~~,~~~~~~fl~
~·- ~ -~~UB,A_lN~
•• u ..

266·0550

,,_

7:00 a.m.-midnight

Across from Johnson Gym

Royko Slams 'Duh Mare'
In 'Devastating Critique'

"BOSS"-Mike Royko (E.P.
Dutton l $5.95 ).
"It was a vicious campaign, and
as party chairman, Daley could
not have been unaware of some of
the tactics. But just as he held
Wedding
himself above the Mafia while
SINDELFINGEN, GERMANY tolerating its existence in his
(UPI) - Paul Burk and Emma organization, and just as he did
Langer had a weekend wedding. not share in the Springfield graft
Paul, 91, said he marrit:>d while working with those who
Emma, 81 "to stop otht:>r peoples c!id, he did not pelsonally join in
idle talk about our friendship.
the m ud.slinging. His virtue
remained as intact as his
hypocrisy." - from "BossMEN'S NEW
Richard J, Daley of Chicago" by
Mike Royko.
FALL STYLES
That was Richard J. Daley in
1955 when he first became "duh
mare." Those were the days when
the newspapers billed him as a
reformer and a liberal- the man
to clean up City Hall and the rest
of Chicago as well.
Mike Royko, a class "A"
columnist for the Chicago Daily
News, has spent his professional
life watching Chicago politicians.
His father, a North Side tavern
owner, spent most of his life
watching out for them- paying
their graft and staying out of their
way.
Such familiarity with the
system has left Royko with a less than • amiable outlook on things.
"Boss'' is n devastating history
and critique of "hizzoner."
What Royko has to say about
Chicago politics isn't what they
taught you in civics class in high
school. You're not likely to run
across anything like it on the
political science reading lists at
OOr.?M/1? lc'!Ul@fi)l 2043 <Outh pi•,. ••
UNM or any other university.
lMJlSIJJ eJ CJlfU I?' OI>I!N 7 OUGHTS
It just lays too many cherished

t OLD TOWN SQUIRE

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL ~~~CLASSICS THEATER

Pnge4

State arguments Wednesday, there
were only 11 reporters and five
spectatoxs in attendance,
The defense had contended the
19 ·member Grand Jury which
indicted Ms. Davis on charges of
murder, kidnaping and conspkacy
did not adequzately represent the
poor or minorities,
Thompson said the five Marin
County judges who dr.ew up the
list, the customary method of
selecting grand ju::ies in California,
made ''a conscientioliS' effort to
obtain broad-based
representations."

Jewish Holidays
Jewish UNM students are
invited to attend services for Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kipper at.
Temple Albert (Reform, 1006
Lead S.E. 243·2310) and
Congregation B'nai Israel
(Conservative, 4401 Indian School
Rd. N.E, 266·0155). Both
congregations will arrange home
hospitality,
·
For full details, call the faculty
11rlvisor of B'nai Britu • Hillel nt
277·2701.

....
d:
.
.
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Sandwich Shop

·

Over 30
Different

11 a.m.-1 a.m.

160 ~4~~3'~~

sE

Disabled Students

The dlsablcd students of 'UNM
'viii conduct a meeting Sept. 10 in
Parrish Library at 4 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is
to discuss campus and community
problems.

Friday, Sept. 10

SHOWTIME 7-8 PM

Cigar Convention
NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) -.Tbe
Cigar Smokers of America have
voted to admit women delegates
to the smoke·filled rooms of the
group's lOth annual convention.
A recent 24·1 vote in favor of
admitting women came, according
to founder and treasurer John
Paduano after anonymous phone
calls were received from women
threatening to disrupt the all·male
getogeher.

Vol. 75
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MEET Koe•s

l:lox 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202

18~8:15

P.M.

MATINEE Sept. 19-2:15 P.M.
Tickets Available Now-Tel. 277-3121

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI) the guns for the Aug. 7, 1970,
Judge Richard E. Arnason Marin county shootout in which a
Wedne&day dinned a defense judge was kidnaped from his
motion that murder· kidnap bench by San Quentin convicts
and shot to death. Three of his
charge~; agaill&t Angela Davis
should be dismissed because the kidnapers also were kHled in a
G~:and Jury · which indicted her
shootout with police.
was improperly composed,
The prosecution charges the·
''The court does not find kidnaping was an attempt to free
sufficient basis for a finding that Jackson and his fellow "Soledad
the judges of Marin County Brothers" from San Quentin by
consciously, deliberately or holding the judge as hostage,
arbitrarily discriminated against Jackson's brother Jonathan, 17,
any definable class of citizens" in was one of the kidnapers.
Arnason, in his ruling on the
selecting the Grand Jury, Arnason
Grand Jury motion,
ruled.
He set Friday for hearing complimented Ms. Davis'
argu mp,nts on more pretrial attorney, Sheldon Otis, and
motions by the defense, including Deputy State Attorney General
the one that Ms. Davis' scheduled Clifford 'I'hornpson on their
Sept. 27 tria! be postponed presentations. He said he had
because of the bloody Aug. 21 "never heard anything as capably
escape attempt at San Quentin argued."
prison.
Ms. Davis is one of the most
The escape attempt, in which prominent of the revolutionary
black revolutionary George left's "political prisoner" heroes.
·J~ckson-·and· five·· others were
But tha long pretrial procedures,
killed, has so "poisoned the unlike other trials of activists, has
atmosphere" in Marin County been generally orderly, even when
that it will be impossible for Ms. the courtroom was packed with
.
Davis to receive a fair trial now, her supporters,
As Thompson delivered the
"if ever," the defense motion
contends.
Defense attorneys also said
they intended to ask to move the
trial out of Marin County, where
both the shootout and the San
Quentin escape attempt took • .
place.
Ms. Davis is accused of buying .:~
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advised them to get a signed
statement of refusal or have at
least two witnesses if their
children were rejected at· their
home school.
In Birmingham, Ala., more than
500 persons marched from city
hall to the federal building to
protest federal court school
desegregation orders. A
spokesman said they asked "some
relief from these unacceptable
conditions,"
Vandalism
Antibusing Leader Casey
Jenkins urged an estimated
2 0, 0 00 persons at a rally in
Nashville Tuesday night to keep
their children out of school for
the i.r "safety, education and
welfare."
But school spokesmen said 80
to 85 per cent of secondary
school students enrolled on
schedule Tuesday and only one
incident of vandalismyoungsters throwing rocl's at a
school bus- was reported as
elementary pupils registered
Wednesday.
All•Dlack
A new desegregation plan
brought confusion and
expressions of disappointment in
Dougherty County, Ga., schools.
Officials at Monroe High School
complained their school was
virtually all black with only 20 to
30 whites in a total enrollment of
1,100. Officials said a federally
prepared desegregation plan may
have ex.cluded some white
subdivisions or white parents used
false address in order to send their
children to other schools.
No Cooperation
Massachusetts' Racial
Imbalance Law provides that no
school may have a greater than 50
per cent nonwhite enrollment.
Some white parents refuse to send
their children to predominantly
black schools and black parents
refused to send their youngsters
to mostly white schools instead of
a new $8 million school.

Come to

Wa-rning: The rose bushes
around the Union have 4" thorns.

Present
SHAKESPEARE'S Towering Tragedy

Adults-$3.00, 2.50, 2.00
Children, High School and under- 112 Price
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff-

myths of our political system to
waste.
After all, the machinery of
government is supposed to be
financed by taxes- not payoffs
from pimps, junkies, numbers
runners, real estate developers,
Mafia hoods, and crooked cops.
The PTAs of the world would
never allow such an unvarnished
look at the system into the
hallowed halls of the schools.
But that's exactly why
everybody should read "Boss,"
You might never come across
another book as well • written or
as well • rescrched. Simply
because nobody else could write
something like "Boss" and stick
around to collect the royalties.
Royko has always been Daley's
most bothersome critic, but he
also is Chicago's best
newspaperman, He never takes
pot shots at anybody. He shoots
to kill.
He has never been sued for libel
because he has always been able
to prove everything he wrote. And
he won't be sued for "Boss."
Royko's style is raw and
abrasi:ve. His observations are far
from objective. And scholars
probably won't like the way he
looks at the American institution
of machine politics.
"But as he, Daley, has often
said to confidantes, 'What in hell
do the experts know?' "
Robert IDady

By United Press International
Antibusing forc:es sin1~ing "God
,t;!lcss America," ,chanting
the Pledge of Alltlgtance and
waving Amedcan flags swarmed if!
front of buses and drove cars into
their paths at Pontiac, Mich.,
Wednesday i.n a battle to stall a
court • ordered school busing
program,
Former Florida Gov. Claude R.
Kirk called on all Florida parents
to prei!P.nt their children for
registra~ion at the school nearest
their home to emphasize to school
boardo t.hat "we should and will
have ne!ghborhood schools."
Refusal
In Boston, scores of parents both black and white - refused to
let their youngsters be bused to
schools under Massachusetts'
first • in • the- nation Racial
Imbalance Law,
School officials at Nashville,
Tenn., reported registration of
elementary school children under
a busing mandate from federal
court was ·'going smoothly"
despite antib1,1sing forces' efforts
to keep children out of da.;.~f'R
At least nine persons were
arrested in the second day of
protests at Po.ntiac. Nine youths,
eight of them white, were injured
in scuffling outside a Pontiac
junior high school,
No Control
School officials estimated that
about 60 to 65 per cent of the
c:ity's nearly 25,000 public school
children attended classes
Wednesday, compared to 50 to 55
per cent on Tuesday, the opening
day.
Mrs. Irene McCabe, leader of
the National Action Gruup (NAG)
which has led the white
opposition to busing in Pontiac,
said the group had nothing to do
with the violence.
"It's not NAG's position; it's
not our bag," she said. But she
said the violence proved "the
schools are not able to control the
situation."
Protest March
I<JRK, the national chairman Qf
Parents Against Forced Busing
(PAFB), told parents in a
statement that they would not be
defying the federal courts but
trying to register pupils in
accordance with Florida law. He

'rhe New Mexico tobo Is published
daily every regular Week of the Uni·
versity Year by the Board o£ Student
Publient!ons of the Associated Students
ot the University o£ New Mexia.,, artd Is
not flnanciiilly asoooiated with UNM.
Second clas• postage paid at Albuquerque, New :Mexico, 87106. Subscription
rate is $7 !or the academic year.
Th~ opinions expressed on the edl·
torint pages of 'rhc L<>bo are those o£
the author Mlely. Unsigned opinion is
that of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or the Uni•
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Tom Rutherford
Talks about
Quadrasonic Broadcasts
and learn how to convert
your home stereo to
Quadrasonic

Friday 7-8 pm
3011 Monte Vista NE
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Reservation Police Return
Na,vajos 'Back At Worl<.'

Pool Soon a Reality
After a six year wait, the ground north of Johnson Gym
is finally being cleared for the new swimming pool. The
clearing process began a week ago with the actual
construction to start in two months.
University Architect, Van Darn Hooker, said the idea of
a new pool was first proposed in 1965. Hooker explained
that the delay was due to financial reasons, but wlth the
increased enrollment at UNM, the pool became necessary
in order to meet the needs of the university,
Hooker estimated that the construction would take
from 10 months to a year, with the pool to be opened
sometime in the fall of next year. A therapy or training
pool next to the main pool is included in the construction,
The swimming pool addition to Johnson Gym will cost
$1,01-1,916. The therapy pool buiding will cost an
additional $138,000. There had been some doubt whether
this smaller pool would be accepted because it ran the
total cost of the project to $54,142 more than the
university's budget estimate.
The building will be 224 feet long and 112 feet wide
andwill be situated 60 feet northeast of Johnson Gym.
The main pool will be 164 feet long and 75 feet wide,
which is more than twice the size of the old }Juul in
Johnson Gym. The dimensions of the therapy pool will be
60 feet by 30 feet.
Hooker pointed out that the pool in Johnson Gym
would continue to be used along with the new poo1s. He
also pointed out that there are no further plans for
construction of other athletic facilities in the near future.

l

..-·

New Pool

Lobo fans will now have a
"new look" band to hum along
with when the UNM football team
hits University Stadium's turf on
Sept. 25.
Fred Dart, sophomore mentor
of the UNM Mar~hing Band said
the ensemble will be "completely
· new this year from the uniforms
up."
The uniforms however will be
the most visible change to

VILLA
Hair Designs
for

I

MEN

Coio-op Ory.Cieaning
and Laundry

SPECIALIZING IN

THE NATURAL CUT
STRAIGHTENING
COLORING

Counselor Alway• on Duly
2106 Cc>ntral S.E.
2<47.()836 ~

~-~,-~.~~~-~~-~~~~~~~fu~e~.$~p~et~1d~i~n!g~o~f~$~3~,0~0~0~t~o~o~u~tf~it~~

FOR APPOINTMENT

. CALL

and

REGULAR
HAIR CUTS

1

spectators this year. The band
recently discarded their
traditional "military button-up
type" uniform in favor of a more
casual look. Dart said, "We'll be
wearing red blazers, white
bell-bottom pants and red
derbies."
Besides spicing up the
appearance. of the group, which
number 127 volunteer marching
members, the uniforms will
considerably cut down the
expense that has confronted
marching bands across the
country.
"Whereas the military <lap we
were accustomed to using cost
$15, the new derbies only cost
$1.80. With colleges being what
they are today it is hard to justify

255-3279

LOCATED AT.

107 WASHINGTON, S.E.

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
5101 Zuni S.E.
10% off on food
purchases for

The most famous badminton
blast in history came on Februanr
29, 1964 when Frank Rugani
drove the old shuttlecock 79 ft.
81h inches.

UNM students

with I.D.

Demolition or Reconstruction

band. I bC!lieve that our style will
become the tl·end across the
country,'' Dart added.
Along with the revamped attire
the band "hopes" to play some
entertaining "mnsic.'' "We're
going to get away from traditional
marching music and concentrate
instead on entertainment; Our
central theme will be to give the
people music they can af;Sociate
with,'' he said. "We'll feature a lot
of popular music, things like 25 or
6 to Four, Joy to the World, and
Light My Fire."
Anoth .. r innovation in the
band's repertoire will be some
rather unique marching
formations. "We'll be doing things
like spoofs on the rest of the
WAC, Da11ces of the World in
which the band will do a
Charleston, and a parody on
various angles of campus
problems, like registration and.
parking hassles."
"Few people realize that !or
each minute the band is out on
the field performing, 11 hours of
preparation went in," Dart said,
"We'll be concentrating on
mote stationary positions and
better music. A lot of bands have
precision drills in which the band
spends most of the time marching
up and down the field. We're
going to try to get the crowd
involved," Dart concluded.

council to "act real favorably" on
most demands and said priorities
would be established, giving the
most importan<'e to retirement for
<>fficers, salary hikes and housing.
A statement issued by l30
members of the Indian Police
Force early Wednesday said police
SElrvices on the reservation were
"brought virtually to a halt"
during the walkout.

Long Hair Styles
Shaped and cut
using scissors only

$2.25
Razor Cut-extra

Varsity BaTher
2408 Central SE

-;~ ..

UNM's new pool will appear something like this if you ever get in
the deep encl. Termed by new Health, ~:'hysical Education and
Recreation Department Chairman Dt~le Hansen as the mos~
desperately needed facility in the department, the pool will be les~
than 50 feet away from Johnson Gym.

Joanne Forman, who has performed on the UNM campus several
times, demonstrates the workings of her puppets to an audience of
children, Forman appeared on the mall Wednesday on behalf of the
United Farm Workers of California. The UFWOC was soli~iting
funds to aid strikers in their wage and working condition dispute
with California growers.

Puppeteer

--------.Lobo Band to Show 'New Look'
ALL NEW

WINDOW ROCK, .Ariz. (UPI) Navajo police in th~ee states
retur)led to thei'r jobs on the
nation's largest Indian reservation
Wednesday, ending a fout-hour
walkout they said was caused by
low pay and lack of authority
, over white men.
"It's ended and 80 per cent of
the men have agreed to come back
to work," said Navajo Police Chief
Lefie Bennett. "They have
. d decided to let me handle their
problems for them.''
Bennett said he would go
before the Navajo Tribal Council
when it reconvened Oct. 12 to
represent his 228-man force. He
said 162 officers failed to report
to w<>rk early Wednesday on the
reservation covering parts of New
Mexico, Arizona and Utah.
''Nothing was solved except
they decided to wait and we will
take our demands to the Tribal
Council," he said.
Bennett said he anticipated the

Real Monsters Inhabit Sea

Claims Cambridge Curator
I
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SWANSEA, Wales (UPI)- Ann Bidder, retired curator of
the Cambridge University Zoology Department, said
Wednesday she believes that giant sea creatures up to 200
feet long- five times the size of the legendary Loch Ness
monster and as big as the squid of Jules Verne - actually
exist in the sea.
She made her comments before a critical audience of
scientists of the British. Association whose discussions of
wate:r monsters have been mostly about the Loch Ness
.
variety -about 40 feet in length.
"One night," she said, "the light was sud~enly ob~cured,
and he realized an enormous eye was lookmg at hlDl. He
walked along to the foc'sle of the ship and saw the ends of
tentacles. He then went back to the stern and thete were the
other ends of the tentacles.
Dr. Bidder estimated that "a squid with tentacles as long as
that would have to have a body at least 25 feet long."
She said that despite the fact most scientists had rejected
the story as simply another fisherman's yarn, she accepted it
because of the man's character and reputation as an observer.
Dr. Bidder also cited an instance in 1898, when something
shaped like an enormous sack with the stumps of arms
attached washed up on the coast of Florida. Four mPn with a
windlass tried to move it but failed.
"Something which four men could not move with a
windlass must be pretty big," she said.
Pieces of tissue were taken from the creature and sent for
an examination, Dr. Bidder said. When they were
re-examined recently, the bits proved to be pieces of
connective tissue from a squid's body.

Garage Sale
"A garage sale and bake sala to
benefit Indian and Pakistani
refugees will be held Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Newman Center, 1815 Las Lomas
NE. Volunteers to sell are still
needed.
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Grandmother Dies After 40. Trips
To Keep Boy From Psychiatrist
CLEVELAND, Ohio (UPl)Ms. Sarah· Krasnoff, 7 4, was
stimulated to take hel' grandson
on dozens of transatlantic flights
because she feared the boy might
have to see a psychiatrist, her
son· in ·law said Wednesday,
Leoll'ard Gelfand, father of
Mitchell GeJfand, 14, discussed at
a news conference here the
mysterious trips that Mitchell and
his grandmother took.
M~. Krasnoff, who collapsed of
exhaustion and died in
Amsterdam last week, was buried
Tuesday in Cleveland.
Young Mitchell, who lived with
his grandmother after his mother

CLASSIFIED
RA'.l'ES: 7c per wor!l, llO wor!I mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
no. chang~ the re.w is reduced to 5e
per wor(l and the minimum number of
words to 10.

Return Air Fare

died, had been having difficulty
adjusting in school, Gelfand said,
before he and Ms. Krasnoff began
their flights.
11
Her passport indicates she
made about 40 trips, most of
them in August," the elder
Gelfand said. "I believe the
thought that Mitchell might have
to see a psychiatrist frightened her
into doing this.
"She is from the old school,
and psychiatrist meant disgrMe to
her," he continued, 11 1 don't think
she was mentally ill when it all
started. I believe her mental
demise was a rr.;sult of exhaustion
from the fligh~.''

LONDON (UPI)- More young
Am~dcans learned rruesday their
return flight tickets to the United
States are worthless, this time
because the U.S. Civil Aviation
Board (CAB) declared their
charter flight iUegal, a U.S.
Embassy spokesman said.
"Most of these people were
students and they booked round
trip tickets with the Associated
Cultural Clubs, Inc., (ACCI) in
U>s Angel~s/' the spokesman said.
"They flew over here all right, but
the CAB declared theil' charter
flight illegal and froze ACCrs
funds."
Hundreds of other yQung
Americans found themselves also
stranded in London last week, but
for a diffel'ent rei\Son. They had
been sold fraudulent tickets and
arrived in London to find the
return portions invalid. Most of
these students by Tuesday already
had found alternate ways back to
the United States and were not
affectf:d by the CAB ruling on the
ACCI charter,
The embassy spokesman said
more than 100 Americans were
affected by the CAB ruling on the
ACCI charter.
"The result is that these
youngsters have joined the
casualty list of students who are
unable to get home to their
schools and colleges. The doubtful
chance of their getting a refund
doesn ~t help their immediate
problems," he said.

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room·
205, afternoons Preferably or mail.
CJMsitled .1\dvertislllg
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS; PAYment must be made in full prior to insertion ot a,dvertisement

1) PERSONALS
AGORA: If you think you have yourself
together, if you think Y(lll have
something to give, we nre 11cceptlng
volunteer trainers at tQnight'a opening
session, 7:30 in 231 E. SUB,
NEW FLEA MARKET, 515 S. Coors. Sat.
& Sun, Sell your arts & crafts. Tables,
spaces, umbrellaa for rent. For information and Reservations call 842·6772.
After 6:0() 21i5·7898. 9/11
DOG .CI'.l'Y PETRO):.EUM, no rip·off, cars
repaired! engines rebuilt, welding, CorT)er Coa and Edith. 9/10
AGORA-When you need somebody to listen, we'll be tbere, Talking, reasoning
and coffee no extra. Any twenty-four
hours. Northwest corner Mesa VisU..
277-3018. 9/10
DON'T JUS'.l' S'.l'AND TliERE l Do !lomething I Help our students by tutoring
bnslc subjects 2 hrs, a week. We need
you. ISRAD Bn.aic Education. 25()0 Ccn•
tral SE. 277-3511.
M!!GOVERN FOR PRESIDENT, Students
!or McGovern need$ your help. 243-2119.
_9/10

3)

SERVICES

J ohnz-MOTOR-'.l'UNE. Gunranteed-Rcterw
I.!IIC<':l·FI<>l(ih!u! l!33·6th at Marblc·M'l·
1829. 9/lli
JOHN GALT? There will be a meeting of
all persons Interested in Ryn Rand's
phllosophy ot OJJJECTIVISM on Mon·
da:r Sevt. 13, 20 and 2'/tll at 6 :oo P.1\'1.
In room 2500 cf the Student Union,

9/lG

FINE OLD FASHIONED l'OR.'.l'RAlT
PHO'.l'OGRAPllY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242·7558. !1/22
S'.l'UDY MIME with The KrMnotf School.
Enroll now. Information: 2G5·811i0.
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intensive in·
divlduallzed Instruction in tundllmcntnls,
or tailored to your present level of
achi!!Vemcnt, by lll!rious JJrofCI!BionaJ.
ltcavy prv.ctlcc in excellent <larkroom.
Lectures, di!lcuulons, arguments 1 field
trips, critiques, Limited to efl!'ht very
serious persons, Very near UNM:. Call
265·2444. 0/9
niDLE AND GREEK coutses for credit.
Register MW. Christian Student Ccntu.
103 Glnud NE, 205-4312 9/10
STUDY MIME with THE MIME EX·
PERIMEN'.l'. Enroll now. Information:
265·8150, 9/9
B-W. COLOR. TV REPAIR~ "In Your
Home!" $2.00 Service. 268•7616. 9/9
TU'.l'ORJNG IN HUMANITIES--c:spcclally
P~~chology, sodologt and English. Call
29..-0417. 9/!l

4)

FORRENT

UNlV APAR'l'MENII' for 1 or .2, cooking
_ fat-~U~!S call 1!42-9039. 9/10

5)

F'ORSALE

STEREO RECEIVEit PIONEER SX~
300T, 100 Watts $100. Ca11 261i·4964
daYs.
AD SALESMAN NEEDED t'or monthly
newspaper. Call 282·lillli llnYtimc t~nd
ICJivc tnl!S!Iage, 9/15
DOBERMAN PJNSHER PUPPY, 9 weekg
oM. Purebr~d but no pnpeta. $30. Cnn
24'i·•U24 after five.
Gl TRlUMPH TR-3. Nll'c wbeets fot the
Purist. $473.GG. 208·8214. 9/15
USED Mt!SlCAl, lNSTRtThtEN-~T-s_&__'R-c-cortls. Brothers MUsic. 1831 Central NW.
242-374G. 9/10
BSA 1970 LIGHTNING, lO,OOG mi. ~ood
(',ort~it.~n~98·3GG4 after 5 P.M. 9/10
llltl4 FORD PICKUP. Radio, two 111ounted
spiire!, $7li0, 842·934li. 9/9
.. .
~10L1N, Giltta, ~ood condition, $100. 255383!), 0/9
19117 'MGD, BRG, many mttrM. Sec 11t
_1629: Ro.!fl!\ N.E.
.
_
1970 '.l'RltJMPH THOPliY 500, Gteat Con__ tliU()n. 29G-~GS6. 9/9
41ht8 HOUSE '.l'ItAlLER for sale. Phone
Tuffy nrter s, 296•4080, 9/15
AR TUR:N''.l'ABL:i'}, Shure MillE ~nrtridge,
New $137. Exrelli!nt condition, $80. Joe
268·250() ot 'M..E. 219,
SHIRTS l Flor11ls, Solldst. strine11, Prints,
Knits. All fn ~our site. LObo Men'!! Shop.
2120 Central SE. 243-6954.
NEED HOUSING? Mobile Homes !rom
$2,000, Call AMJJ:il 265·5778, 9/14
1950 CHEV. PICKUP. 'New rebuilt motot.
$350. 255 1'71!1 att.et' 5:30,
~-·-u-~,_.--

FIVE NEW STEiREO COMPONENT
SETS. Thete units have AM-FM atereo
rece!vets w/S track player. Ahlo come
complete . W/lleparate deluxe Gllrtard
changer & :tolir speaker system. $109,95
cash or ti!rms. United Frehtht Snle11, 3920
Snn Mateo NJU. Open 9 till 9. tfn.
JUST RECEIVEO a shipment o£ 1971
Singer Sewing MnC!hine!J. These mn•
chin~ have never bl!l!n used and nrc.
eqUIPMd w/zig•zng, trtnkc butt.onholes,
etc. Will bE' soltl for $49 Cllch, rash ilt
t<'rms. United ]'relght Sales. 3020 Snn
Mnteo NE. Open 9 til 9, tfn
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5)

FORSALE

GERMAN SHEP~RP ;puppies,
2!16-8086.

6)

R~illterl!Q.

EMPLOYMENT

ARTIST/ILLUSTRATOR !or The Hard
Times. Should be good with pen nnd
ink sketches, 6·10 hours ll week, $2 an
hour. 107-a Cornell SE 2557072. 9/15
VENDORS; 11ell the Hnrd Times every
week on campus. Earn fabul0\11! sum$
(lOc a sale) and abuse. Five only, 107·a
Cornell SE 255-7072. 0/15
PERMANENT FULL-TIME receptionist
wanted for U.N.M. Re:sidence Hall, No
experience needed. APPly at U.N.M. Personnel Office, ;).717 Romn. NE. 9/0
MALE STUDENT YEAR ROUND parttime :iob. Supervising newapuper carrier
boys, 20-2G hours per week. $1.75 per
hour. Must be .nvuilable 12 noon on Wed.
4 p.m. other daya; Phone 243·1381 for
aPpt. 9/15
PART '.l'IME. Freshman and Sophomores.
l3ll.'linAA<~ i~ mwl, ,.,~::d more help, Apply
in person nt Der Whmerschnitzel, 421}1
Central NE. 9/21
7)

v-
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0~

J

When Anne Byrne, 2S, of New
THERE IS
Yodt, got to John F. Ke11nedy
A TIME
Airport in New York to begin her
FOR LOVE
European trip, she said she was
handed an ACCI club card and
PEACE
told she had been a member for
AND
JOY
six months.
HI had never heard of the club,
AND FOR
and now l can't even remember its
YOU,
name - but the result is that they
have told me my ticket is no good
THE TIME
and now 1 can't get home, and if I
IS
don't g~t to my job Friday they'll
fire me," she said.
NOW
ACCI booked their charter
Carolina
flights with Donaldsons
International, based in Horley,
butterfield
south of London, the U.S.
Embassy spokesman said.
11
The company was info!:'med
by the CAB that ACCI's charter
flights were illegal and that we
YOUR PERSONAL
weren't to handle any more of
SERVICE JEWELER
their passengers," said a
2312 Central S.E. • Opppslte Y<:dfl Pcnk
Donaldson's spokesman,

'jemele.rs

@

LAFAYETTE~
R A 0 I 0

quaRt€RS

lounqe &

MISCELLANEOUS

BaR-B·Q

GIRLS l COl\fE TO THE FUNBREI.LA,
1003 S11n Mateo SE l Albuquerque's
llncet-New and pre-owned fiiBhions
noutique-where you can buy $40.0()
name brand fMhiona lor just $5.95.
Master Charge, nankamerlcard welcome.

SCHLITZ&

BUDWEISER
$3.84 per caso

9/lG

905

GARAGE SALE: Jots of furniture, etc
Pretty cheap, Fri./Sat., Sept. 8 & 4th:
1521 Shnni Chi 242·4282. 9/10

yale se

Gold Street
Circus

.• Love

1820 Centraf-243-1988

at f1rst sound

RECORDS, pipes, papers clips, incense, candles, oils,
1

Indian prints, Rolling devices; Comix and on and on •••

FAIR PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
LOMAS AND SAN PEDRO W-E-A-RE-TH_E_N_A_J-IO-N-'S-1
255"'9933
LEADER IN 4 CHANNEL
·SOUND

New Riders of ihe

Purple Sage

$2.84
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Who am I?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?

Which way do I go 7
Can I change the world?
Am I Alone?

~

The UNM
Thunderbird

~

~

Art and literary magazine
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is now accepting student art,

poetry and fiction, and also

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
AT UNM TURNS ON
THURSDAY 7:00 PM
l
Room 230 of SUB.

~

any applications for editors

~

=

Room 205 Journalism Building.

t

~
~
~
~
~
~
~

.

NEW MEXlCO LOlJO

